
Q10 Case Conference: Physician/Advanced Practitioner Support for
Voluntary Stopping of Eating and Drinking - Panelists Linda Ganzini, MD,

MPH; Thaddeus Pope, JD, PhD; Timothy Quill, MD; Moderator Gregg
VandeKieft, MD
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# ADDITIONAL SPEAKER COMMENTS: DATE

1 This was a topic I knew very little about. The discussion was extremely enlightening. Thank you. 9/19/2019 1:28 PM

2 As this is newer information to me, I found this presentation informative and really helpful. 9/19/2019 4:51 AM

3 I really knew very little about this topic. Have not had patients on hospice who have explored this.
Gave me some insights as to what I may do in the future as hospice medical director.

9/19/2019 4:16 AM

4 great discussion about a difficult topic 9/18/2019 9:13 AM

5 Thaddeus Pope a great addition to the conference all around, 9/18/2019 7:17 AM

6 Fantastic discussion 9/17/2019 1:38 PM

7 Gregg's moderating was fantastic. 9/17/2019 2:15 AM

8 Wonderful to see, unlike the AAHPM presentation that an ethics and psych consult were not
recommended for every patient. The panel did a great job revealing the complexities of this
practice. One point that I feel is quite different is VSED in late stage dementia is much more
similar to typical EOL compared with the other example and as such, the stress on the patient is
less, though the stress on those caring for them may be more. A way to share and pool patient
experience and protocol as much as there is one would be wonderful for developing a best
practice or at least suggest guidelines for success.

9/16/2019 10:51 PM
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9 helpful concepts: "need a small army to support VSED", "conversation in advance about delirium",
"mild cognitive impairment is too late"

9/16/2019 10:26 AM

10 Appreciated emphasis on how difficult VSED is to actually do and controversy over hospice
eligibility and death certificates.

9/16/2019 8:49 AM

11 Challenging and well presented 9/16/2019 8:42 AM

12 Some what paternalistic views of Linda Ganzini. 9/16/2019 8:31 AM

13 They did a good job outlining the difficulties inherent in this situation for patients, families and
providers.

9/16/2019 6:18 AM

14 Why on earth did the moderator not introduce the speakers - in their modesty, they underplayed
their achievements - who is Mr Pope - probably a big guy

9/16/2019 4:34 AM

15 The moderator was the best part of the presentation. He was thoughtful, funny, engaging and
really drew in people's attention to the panelists.

9/16/2019 2:38 AM

16 n/a--had to miss 9/16/2019 2:16 AM

17 N/A was unable to attend this 9/16/2019 2:02 AM

18 we have seen very little of this in practice, and now I feel more prepared to support and explore
when patients ask about this.

9/16/2019 1:29 AM

19 I needed some practical advice on what you would use to help support these patients through this
process.

9/16/2019 12:29 AM

20 I knew next to nothing on this topic previously and took away lots. Highly informative with regard to
legal considerations and just how difficult it is for individuals to pull off.

9/15/2019 1:26 PM

21 Lots of good questions raised. Good to have panelist with knowledge of relevant law. 9/15/2019 9:23 AM

22 Excellent 9/15/2019 8:06 AM

23 would have liked graphic presentation of what happens to patient in VSED and what is used to
alleviate along estimated time line.

9/15/2019 7:35 AM

24 The presentation by the panelists was great. The subject matter is difficult 9/15/2019 7:31 AM

25 Gave me insight into how complicated this issue can be. I realize now how ignorant I was.
Enlightening. Very helpful.

9/15/2019 7:10 AM

26 Thoughtful and relevant questions by Gregg, very stimulating and engaging session. 9/15/2019 6:32 AM

27 Difficult to hear all comments 9/15/2019 4:54 AM

28 Excellent, especially Tim and Thaddeus 9/15/2019 4:53 AM

29 Perhaps best panel. Excellent focused discussion. 9/15/2019 3:23 AM

30 FASCINATING!!!! 9/15/2019 12:45 AM

31 Wow. Great panelists and discussion, and it seemed like there was a lot of audience interest in
this matter. I wish we could have had even more time with these experts to field more questions.

9/14/2019 9:13 PM

32 Superb. Dr. Vandekieft was the best narrator and the panel was the most empathetic and inciteful
of the panels. All involved were excellent.

9/14/2019 3:33 PM

33 Excellent communicators 9/14/2019 12:29 PM

34 felt moderator was biased 9/14/2019 9:41 AM

35 Great presentation 9/14/2019 9:37 AM

36 Hadn’t thought or read about this much before recently. 9/14/2019 8:04 AM
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Q11 Case Conference: Physician Participation in Physician-Assisted
Death - Panelists Arlene Hinckley, MSW; Thaddeus Pope, JD, PhD; Eric

Walsh, MD; Moderator Bruce Smith, MD
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# ADDITIONAL SPEAKER COMMENTS: DATE

1 Good discussion about access and capacity. 9/19/2019 1:28 PM

2 As a social worker, I really appreciated there being an MSW on the panel! 9/19/2019 4:51 AM

3 Difficult topic. Again so well-done and appreciated the legal vs moral vs medical aspects of
presenation.

9/19/2019 4:16 AM

4 again, good discussion about something with no clear answers. 9/18/2019 9:13 AM

5 Fantastic discussion! 9/17/2019 1:38 PM

6 I enjoyed the back-and-forth between Thaddeus and Eric Walsh. 9/17/2019 2:15 AM

7 Nice to see a discussion about the complexities of access, how to support those not wanting to
participate and hearing the ability for church healthcare to refer out.

9/16/2019 10:51 PM

8 helpful concepts: "may not be technically different but emotionally and morally more weighted",
"LCDs are policy and not necessarily based on evidence",

9/16/2019 10:26 AM

9 In my opinion this was the weakest panel and as a result felt there was a disservice done to this
issue. Unlike other topics, this wasn't well laid out at the outset, nor were the ethical issues well
addressed.

9/16/2019 6:18 AM
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10 Why on earth did the moderator not introduce the speakers - in their modesty, they underplayed
their achievements - who is Mr Pope - probably a big guy

9/16/2019 4:34 AM

11 This moderator was not engaging and I had trouble listening to him. The panelists and the case
was interesting.

9/16/2019 2:38 AM

12 na--had to miss 9/16/2019 2:16 AM

13 Am particularly sad I was unable to see this panel 9/16/2019 2:02 AM

14 this felt a little one sided, with all speakers proponents. 9/16/2019 1:29 AM

15 You never did tell how what the prescription is we are supposed to write. 9/16/2019 12:29 AM

16 Amazing to be a part of such a rich conversation about this emotional topic. Panelists handled it
with grace, humility and nuance.

9/15/2019 1:26 PM

17 I'm glad there is more planned conferences on this topic because this remains the law of the land
and simultaneously confusing and controversial to providers.

9/15/2019 8:36 AM

18 Excellent 9/15/2019 8:06 AM

19 Very interesting that EOLWA works with 80% of WA citizens requesting consideration for DWD.
What needs are met by the End of Life foundation and how are the two organizations
complementary?

9/15/2019 6:32 AM

20 Well done overall, speakers just seemed a bit weaker, less engaging 9/15/2019 4:53 AM

21 Also excellent. A bit more diversity here in this one. I'm not sure Ms. Hinckley's contributions were
optimized as the two men had dominant personalities and perspectives but still great session.

9/15/2019 3:23 AM

22 Drs. Pope and Walsh were outstanding and Dr. Smith did an excellent job. I was less impressed
with Ms. Hinckley and I think that is likely due to her lack of clinical understanding of the first case.

9/15/2019 12:45 AM

23 Thoughtful and articulate panelists, with lots of great audience questions to chew on. It does seem
that this could be an entire conference in and of itself.

9/14/2019 9:13 PM

24 Very good but I look forward to the more in-depth conference in California. 9/14/2019 3:33 PM

25 I actually liked the respectful disagreements. I think it helped work out the ethical difficulties in
these issues.

9/14/2019 12:29 PM
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